FINEEC’S AUDIT MODEL PROMOTES SOCIETAL IMPACT

PROMOTES IMPACT AND RENEWAL

CREATES COMPETENCE

ENHANCES QUALITY AND WELL-BEING

LEARNING

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION

FINNISH EDUCATION EVALUATION CENTRE
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE AUDIT?

- Evaluate quality work of the HEIs against European standards
- Evaluate, if the continuous development of HEIs is enhanced by their own quality evaluations
- Encourage internationalisation, experimenting and a creative atmosphere at HEIs
- Accumulate open and transparent information on quality work at Finnish HEIs

**Student-centred approach**

A student-centred HEI enables flexible study paths and supports students’ well-being, development of their competences and internationalisation opportunities.

**Societal impact**

The HEI is strongly integrated in the society from regional councils to start-up companies. The information produced in research, the arts and development work renews the society in various ways, creates well-being and supports Finland’s possibilities to be successful in solving future challenges.

**Open information to support the development of HEIs**

The digital platform makes the audit more transparent, interactive and the results easier to use. This promotes participatory and open quality culture.

**Benchlearning**

The HEI learns from the good practices of other HEIs and organisations. The HEI selects a target and a partner for benchlearning.

---

**The FINEEC Quality Label**

is a sign of a learning HEI that creates competence, impact, renewal, development and promotes well-being.

**The new Quality Label for Excellence**

is awarded to an HEI as a recognition of exceptionally impactful development work.